Kate Hardt Saddlery Ltd
Sport Horse Therapeutic Services is thrilled to be chosen to premier these saddles, made in England for
Kate Hardt. I will be offering these for sale for the first time in the U.S.!!! I have spent countless hours speaking
to and working with Kate about tricky fitting problems and she has a tree and panel to suit everything I have
thrown at her. Everyone says if you need a good wide saddle, go to the UK where they actually make them for
their wide horses! But being a saddle snob, they had to be functional, beautiful and have the options I needed.
A tall order – met with no problem from Kate. Go to her fb page to see her “fabulous” reviews!
https://www.facebook.com/katehardtsaddlery/

https://www.northumbriaequineuk.co.uk/astride-saddles

Sport Horse Therapeutic Services Saddle Fitting is so excited to be able to offer an option
for a saddle that tuly has what has been missing in the industry! The Erreplus saddle line…
A saddle with a short tree, “U” shaped gullet which offers clearance around the withers
and can be adjusted by approved Erreplus saddle fitter, wide supportive panels (shoulder
relief options) – to fit all the big broad challenging shapes in so many horses.
Dressage and Jump lines for every shape and budget, starting at just $3000

Call, email or message SHTS today to arrange for a custom fitting and recommendations and arrange to
try one of these fabulous saddles on your horse!
To see some of the Erreplus saddle options, Joanne Stoynoff is my contact for trials and her website has all
the models available.

SHTS is Offering Bliss of London saddles!
Long known as the “go to” saddlery for the wide horse,
many options for Dressage, Hunt and Jump saddles as well as
now offering Keith Bryan saddles!
Here are the models and brands and pricelist (not found
anywhere online)

Message me for available options that are in stock – I can
have saddles here in 2 days!!

https://www.bliss-of-london.com/

https://www.smithworthington.com/index.php?p=home

While available!!! SHTS is a distributor for Smith Worthington
saddles and has consignment and trial options for a variety of
saddles at a good price point and excellent quality.

